
AVR585 Single Board Computer (boxed as the
“Little Purple Computer”)

The AVR585 is a complement to the AVR580 “Little
Blue Computer”, but offers a different range of options in
a similar physical format. It uses an ATmega103 CPU,
and has three serial ports and options of a much larger Xil-
inx gate array (downloaded FPGA rather than factory-
loaded CPLD). It trades I/O for the serial ports, but still
has 16 bits of parallel I/O and four analog channels, and
has RS485, Dallas 1-Wire and an LCD/keyboard SPI con-
nector. A real-time clock and DataFLASH data- logging
memory are available as options. An “Upstairs” connec-
tor allows expansion of memory and I/O functions, e.g.
adding megabytes of FLASH, analog outputs, or other
communications hardware.

The board is designed to be compatible with the com-
ing Atmel ATmega128 CPU, about which not much can
be said because of nondisclosure agreements signed with
the manufacturer, other than it shares functions with other
new ATmega family devices such as the ATmega163, for
example, being able to reprogram its own program mem-
ory (allowing field upgrades of software remotely). Extra
hardware features of the ATmega128 have connections
on this board allowing them to be used in future.

CPU, program FLASH, DataFLASH

The ATmega103 is the most powerful CPU in the AVR
RISC architecture family, with 128K bytes of program
FLASH memory, 4,000 bytes of internal RAM and 4K
bytes of byte accessible EEPROM.

The internal UART provides one of the three serial
ports (two other ports are provided by a separate dual
UART.) Using a 3.6864 Mhz crystal, the CPU runs at an
average 3.5 MIPS, and provides exact (zero error) baud
rates from 2400 to 115,200 baud on all serial interfaces.

The hardware SPI serial port in the CPU is used to com-
municate with the DataFLASH memory and external
LCD/keyboard devices. The CPU FLASH memory is
programmable via the same connector.

The CPU provides eight analog channels from the in-
ternal 10 bit Analog to Digital converter, four are brought
to screw terminals on this board, and the other four are ac-
cessible via the JTAG IDC connector.

DataFLASH memory in a range of chips from 128K
byte to 2M byte is connected to the SPI interface on the
CPU. Data is read and written byte by byte using internal
RAM buffers which is then transferred to FLASH while a
second buffer can then be used. More DataFLASH mem-
ory can be installed on the “Upstairs” connector.

Serial I/O
The ATmega103 CPU has one full duplex serial port,

and this is used for SER3 and the optional RS485 half-
duplex interface.

An EXAR ST16C2550 dual UART provides SER1
and SER2 serial ports. This device has separate interrupts
for the two channels, taken to separate interrupt inputs on
the CPU. It also uses the 3.6864 Mhz crystal which runs
the CPU, and provides exact (zero error) baud rates from
2400 to 115,200 baud on its serial interfaces as well.
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AVR585, ATmega103

based single board

computer with three

serial ports, 21 I/O lines
� Three UART interfaces, used for three RS232

to D9s, one RS485, or GPS (on add-on
board);

� Dallas 1-Wire interface to external sensors;

� Provision for I2C, SPI and CAN bus inter-
faces;

� Cable connector for CPU FLASH program-
ming, with automatic switching to pro-
gram mode from PC. Connector available
for LCD and keyboard scanning;

� Programmed in C, with AVR RISC instruc-
tion set especially designed for structured
languages, with several good, low-cost
compilers;

� 16 I/O lines, and bus extension, all via Xilinx
gate array, allowing extendible hardware,
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The CPU serial pins go into the Xilinx gate array so
they can be routed to additional serial devices upstairs,
e.g. a TTL-level GPS module.

The serial ports use a combination of receiver/driver
chips: the SER1 DTE port uses a MAX213E with built-in
voltage generators, and the other two ports use a
MAX1406E passive device, stealing power from the
MAX213E rails. The +/- inverter generated rail power can
be closed down to conserve power in a sleeping system.
All transceivers have full spec EMC suppression and
15KV ESD ratings.

All three RS232 serial ports are provided with right-
angled D-submin 9-pin female connectors with jack nuts
for cable locking. These are positioned along the top edge
of the card, allowing them to protrude through a panel.

TCP/IP
Atmel has just released a TCP/IP toolkit for the

ATmega103 to assist internet and networking applica-
tions. JED will be seeking applications of this board into
this type of applicaion.

SER1
This port is always configured as a DTE port, and pro-

vides all eight standard lines to fully support connection to
a modem (radio, GSM, Satellite terminal or POTS). This
uses one channel of the dual UART.

SER2
The SER2 RS232 port can be configured as either DTE

or DCE, and supports TX, RX, RTS/CTS and loops back
DTR to DSR. The port is reconfigured without links...the

transceiver chip is moved between two overlapping sock-
eted positions to change the port from DTE to DCE con-
figuration. This uses one channel of the dual UART.

The DTR/DSR link can be jumpered to +9 RS232 level
if this is needed by external interfaces.

SER3
The SER3 RS232 port can be configured as either DTE

or DCE, and supports TX and RX lines and loops back
DTR to DSR and CTS to RTS. The DTR/DSR link can be
jumpered to +9 RS232 level if this is needed by external
interfaces. The port DTE/DCE mode is reconfigured with
a simple 4-way jumper. This port uses the CPU UART,
sharing it with the RS485 port.

RS485/CAN
The CPU serial port is also used to communicate via a

half-duplex RS485 transceiver. This appears on a three-
pin screw terminal connector on the card edge (A, B and
Gnd.). TX-ON function is facilitated by an end-of-
transmission interrupt in the CPU allowing correct timing
for TX turnoff at the end of a byte transmission. Steering
of the CPU serial port between SER3 RS232 and the
RS485 port is controlled in the Xilinx gate array.

The UART in the CPU supports “9-bit mode”, a multi-
drop mode which uses a 9th bit in the data word to flag an
address byte. (This is sometimes called an “11-bit com-
munications system”, i.e. a START bit, 8 DATA bits, an
address flag bit and a STOP bit.)

The RS485 driver chip can be replaced with a header to
“Upstairs” where a CAN bus interface can use it to con-
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nect to the three-pin screw terminal connector in place of
the RS485 interface.

I2C (or Two Wire Serial Interface Bus)

This interface is an option on the board, and uses two
pins (PD0, PD1) as SCL and SDA respectively, to imple-
ment a Master mode interface to a wide range of chips
from a variety of manufacturers. Philips are the largest,
but National, Microchip, Analog Devices and several oth-
ers make some nice devices, e.g. radio front ends, multi-
channel data acquisition systems (National, AD), and
LCD displays (Philips).

This interface is well supported by the C Compiler
writers.

It is easily user-installed by placing of three (non-smt)
resistors onto the board to take over some pins on the Con-
nector 4 (Inputs) mentioned below, giving screw terminal
connections to this bus, including a 5volt line. The lines
are protected by clamp diodes and series resistors.

Analog inputs

The ATmega103 has eight analog inputs to dedicated
pins on the CPU, and these have their own ground and Vcc
connections to reduce noise. An external, accurate 4.096
volt reference to a reference pin on the CPU sets the full
scale range of the converter.

The CPU can go into “sleep” mode during conversion
to reduce noise. An interrupt occurs at the end of conver-
sion to “wake” the CPU.

Conversion speed is up to 14 ksamples per second, but
trade-off of ADC speed and accuracy can be set up in a
control register.

On the board, analog inputs are split into two groups:

Channels 1...4 go via a plug-in resistor block which al-
lows users to install user-selected pull-down resistors
(e.g. to convert a 4-20 mA loop to 0-4 volts), or a selected
pull-up resistor (e.g. to power a sensor such as a thermis-
tor or resistive level sensor). A series protection resistor
also acts as the top resistor in a voltage divider network
which can extend the 0-4.092 volt range to, say, 0-10 or 0-
40 volts. (The extended voltage range is set by a second
divider resistor.) An optional capacitor can be installed to
filter noise from the ADC input, and clamp diodes to
ground and Vcc protect the inputs against over-voltage.

These four channels connect to screw terminals on the
card edge, with an associated ground and a switched Vcc
on a terminal to power external sensors, etc.

Channels 5...8 go to a 10-pin internal connector (acces-
sible if the lid in not installed, and the board is used in a
larger case). This connector also has grounds for all chan-
nels, and ground and switched Vcc to allow an external
analog processing board to pre-process analog data before
feeding it via a 10-way ribbon cable to these extra four
channels.

If these channels are not needed, plug-in pullups to Vcc
can be installed via a resistor array, and this connector can
act as a user-jumper input for four option-select jumpers.

LCD, external SPI and FLASH program
memory download connector

A fourteen-pin ribbon cable connector is provided on
the lower card edge to allow simple expansion to an exter-
nal LCD display and keyboard scanner. This is imple-
mented in a small CPLD gate array on the back of the
LCD, and interface to the LCD and keyboard is via the SPI
serial port.

This connector has SPI Clock. MOSI and MISO pins,
Vcc and multiple grounds, two address lines and two
other strobes (peripheral RD* and WR*).

(Using SPI rather than an asynchronous UART-driven
serial interface is a much faster way to communicate with
a display, gives the CPU a more direct control of register
access, and saves an RS232 serial interface.)

The first 10 pins on this connector are compatible with
the 10-pin interface cable used for ISP programming in
the AVR community, and is that used on Kanda program-
mers, and the Atmel STK200/300/500 development kits.
JED also has an adapter for this interface, and it is com-
patible with downloaders in Atmel’s AVR-Studio suite
and all AVR C and BASIC compiler IDE (Integrated De-
velopment Environment) desktops.

Switching of this interface to “download” mode is
automatic from the programming software, as the soft-
ware asserts a system RESET to the AVR585, which
automatically switches a multiplexer on the board to re-
route TX, RX and CLK lines to the programmer. No links
need be swapped, and it can be done with the board cover
in place.

Dallas 1-Wire interface
This two-screw terminal connector (1-Wire and

Ground) allows the CPU to send and receive data using
the Dallas Semiconductor 1-Wire protocol to
communicate with memory containing identification and
portable data transfer devices. Several temperature
transducers and other simple line-powered contact
closure sensors and I/O devices also use this protocol, and
devices have a unique 64 bit ROM code laser-etched into
the chip at time of manufacture. A number of devices,
(e.g. transducers) can share a common line, with devices
being addressed using this ROM code match. The
protocol is supported by drivers in a number of C and
BASIC compilers for the AVR mega CPU.

To be compatible with this software, a single, unbuff-
ered CPU pin is used bi-directionally, and a 1.5K pullup
and a series protection resistor are used to feed the line.
Diode clamps protect the line against ESD hits. Note:
while Dallas claim very long distances and hundreds of
devices possible on the line with the 1-Wire protocol, in
practice, it would seem from the consensus of users, don’t
count on more than 10 to 20 metres of low-capacitance ca-
ble drive ability, and don’t plan to use more than 10 sen-
sors on a line. The Dallas application notes show all sorts
of line conditioning (active, threshold-sensitive pullups,
slew rate controlled pull-downs, etc) to get the perform-
ance they claim. In our opinion, longer distances are better
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served with distributed RS485 or CAN remotes using
low-end AVR CPUs, and using impedance-matched ca-
bles able to go out to 4,000 feet.

General purpose I/O via Xilinx gate array

A Spartan XL gate array with a range of capacities is an
option on this board. Four different devices ranging from
the XCS05XL to the XCS30XL can be loaded onto the
TQ100 pads on the board. They provide 100 CLBs (Con-
figurable Logic Blocks) with 200 flip-flops up to 575
CLBs with 1,150 flip-flops, providing possibilities of
simple counters to complex multi-channel stepper motor
drivers or 12 channels of 32 bit counters, or 6, 32-bit coun-
ters with quadrature decoding. RAM (Random Access
Memory) can even be created in this device, e.g. FIFO
(First-In-First-Out) stacks or buffers.

Schematic or VHDL based software to support the
Spartan XL family is available at low cost from Xilinx or
their distributors worldwide. JED supplies schematics of
the Xilinx internals in PDF form with a system, and is pre-
pared to license Xilinx source code for users to design
their own modifictions. JED also offers a custom design
service for Xilinx patterns fulfilling customer’s needs for
added functionality on the board.

These Xilinx devices are RAM based, and are loaded
via the CPU SPI port from the CPU FLASH memory
(where they are loaded as part of the used program, as a
data file, between 7K byte and 31K byte long. The CPU
has 128K byte of FLASH, so there is plenty left for pro-
grams).

Standard I/O provided in the Gate Array
There are four, five-screw terminal connectors and an

8-way switch along the lower edge of the AVR585:

Connector 1 has four MDT3055 power N-channel
FETs, driven directly from the gate array. CPU port
PB4..PB7 lines can be routed to these lines inside the Xil-
inx ... these lines are general purpose I/O lines on the
CPU, but have special, optional functions as PWM (Pulse
Width Modulation) outputs from counters 0, 1 and 2
(Counter 1 has two sets of compare registers, so it handles
two channels with the one counter.

Connector 2 and Connector 3 have either 4 inputs or 4
more FET outputs each. These connect to the gate array,
allowing for I/O built into the gate array to drive the FETs
or use these as inputs. These connectors can also be driven
from the “Upstairs” board, allowing I/O originating there
to connect to the outside world. (This is used by a sound
generating system upstairs).

Connectors 4 is always inputs. They go into the Xil-
inx. This can be taken over by the optional I2C (or Two
Wire Serial Interface Bus).

The 8-way DIP switch allows users to set options or
variables directly to the board, e.g. node address in a net-
work, calibration options, diagnostic or calibration mode
selection, baud rates and com options, etc.

All inputs above can be configured with pull-up resis-
tors for switch or opto-isolator inputs, or can have pull-
downs to ground, to accept voltage inputs. Series resistors

and clamp diodes on all lines protect the board from volt-
ages up to 40 volts. The output FETs have clamp diodes.

Real Time Clock

So that the board knows what time it is, there is a RTC
(Real Time Clock) connected to the CPU. It is a small se-
rial device which uses a common I/O pin and a clock line.
The Dallas DS1302S is backed up from a lithium 3 volt
battery, and will run from many years without needing
board power (Timekeeping current is under 1 microamp
over full temperature range, so a 200 mAH Lithium bat-
tery will run it for 22 years, assuming the battery self-
discharge does not flatten it first.)

The clock has eight, 8-bit registers accessible individu-
ally or in a continuous burst. Registers are:

Seconds, Minutes, Hours, Date, Month, Day, Year

Thirty-one bytes of battery backed RAM is also in this
device, which can be used for holding pointers to FLASH
“next address”, etc. between logging cycles.

It is supported with drivers by the C compilers.

NOTE: This board can function in a limited way with-
out the Xilinx, offering a CPU with three RS232 serial
ports, four analog inputs (which can also be used a digital
inputs), two other digital inputs (or I2C), the 1-wire input
and the 8-way switch input.

“Upstairs” expansion system ... more
ports, speech, CAN

A connector from the gate array, with power and
grounds allows users to design custom additional hard-
ware. 18 lines from the Xilinx allow for very flexible up-
stairs logic.

The CPU UART connects to the Xilinx, and so to the
upstairs board. This allows serial devices on the upstairs
board to communicate with the CPU, e.g. a GPS receiver,
an opto-isolated RS485 interface, or a specialised modem
e.g. for the HART protocol.

In a similar way, the SPI interface can go upstairs, so
SPI devices such as Real Time Clocks with alarms, Da-
taFLASH memories, motor controllers with SPI, etc can
be used.

For example:

� Several megabytes of battery-backed RAM in 512K
byte SRAM chips can be added upstairs;

� Several megabytes of DataFLASH memory can be
added, using Xilinx pins as chip selects. This can be
combined with sound generating logic, allowing long
messages to be stored and “spoken”;

� Additional communications interfaces:

� More UARTs for conventional serial interfaces;

� Infrared communications logic;

� A CAN bus controller can be added using a Philips
SJA1000 and a bus transceiver. This would take over
the RS485 screw terminals;

� Motor-controllers for stepper motors, etc.
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� Wherever your imagination takes you ... The combina-
tion of a reprogrammable Xilinx gate array and an ex-
tension add-on board makes the AVR585 a very flexi-
ble, expandable system.

Note on protocols
While the board might provide a variety of interfaces,

be warned that communications via the hardware inter-
faces provided on this card involves a lot more than just
the hardware. At JED, we normally provide example code
for interfacing to the hardware to enable JED to test that
hardware. This code shows typically how to actually get a
byte in and out of the hardware. However, JED does NOT
offer the higher levels of a protocol. The ISO model di-
vides a protocol stack into 7 levels, and the JED hardware
and low-level drivers are only the lower 1 or 2 levels in
this stack.

These comments apply to all interfaces:

An RS232 interface to, for example, communicate via
a modem or packet radio system, involves making a call,
establishing a link to the remote end, passing one or more
messages, verifying their safe arrival (and possibly
resending), receiving new commands, and then closing
down the link in an orderly way, after setting a future time
for further contact. JED provides test code to set up the
UARTs and send and receive bytes, and the C and BASIC
compiler writers typically provide sample interrupt
driven buffered serial coms examples; this is a long way
from, for example, packet radio protocols. These could be
quite expensive to implement.

An IR interface needs to understand the whole mes-
sage structure for infra-red communications, and if used
for data transfer from data gathering device, for example,
needs to understand message delimiters, file structures,
flagging completed data transfer, and then erasure of
memory, clearing it for more data.

An RS485 interface is not just an asynchronous bus for
data bytes ... all RS485 systems, because of their multiple-
address structure, MUST always implement a protocol, so
that all nodes understand where in the data byte stream the
message starts, which are address bytes, which are com-
mand bytes, which are data bytes (and how the length is
set or controlled) and which are CRC check bytes. Also
data can be in ASCII or binary, and can use 9 bit flags for
address bytes. One popular RS485 protocol is Modbus,
and the specification for this is freely available, with a no-
cost license. Even this has ASCII and RTU modes. JED
normally supplies code to enable the interface (connect-
ing the CPU UART in the gate array to the RS485 TX/RX

chip), and to send and receive bytes and to turn the trans-
mitter on and off under interrupt.

A CAN interface (on an Upstairs board) provides the
hardware for the controller, and JED code would provide
low level hardware drivers. These are only the first two
layers of the seven layer stack. There are numerous CAN
protocols for the next 5 layers. Examples are: CAL, CAN
Open (a free license protocol, but you must still buy the
specifications), PCAL, DeviceNet (originally Allen
Bradly, now ODVA) and SDS (trademarked by
Honeywell) to name just a few. Some, e.g. DeviceNet, re-
quire a licence to be purchased from the author or copy-
right owner, sometimes costing many thousands of dol-
lars US, and then you still have to write or buy the code!

Standby mode and power up control

A number of devices on this board can be commanded
to enter low-power mode.

The MAX213E RS232 serial driver has a power con-
trol pin, and an auxiliary pin on the dual UART controls
this power. Two receivers are active in powerdown, and
these are fed from a RI (Ring Input) and DSR (data Set
Ready) to signal an incoming call. The other two serial
ports are powered from the power rails generated by the
MAX213E, so they also power down when the
MAX213E closes down.

There is no alarm provided from the RTC...automatic
power-up on alarm is not provided. Rather, the board can
enter low power mode, and the CPU restart is controlled
by the watch-dog timer, which can then examine the RTC
time and other I/O at rates from milliseconds to 2 second
intervals.

This would be sufficient to answer a phone call or ex-
ternal RS232 access on the DTE port within 2 seconds (or
whatever the watch-dog is set to before powerdown).

A switched 5-volt output allows the CPU to control
power up and down on sensors or other external equip-
ment connected to the board.

Power supply
An LM2931 five volt, low dropout linear regulator on

board supplies all devices except the RTC backup and
Xilinx (This runs from a 3.3 volt smt regulator.) This is an
automotive-rated device, with -50 volt reverse protection
and +60 volt load dump protection. Quiescent current of
the whole system is estimated to be under 5 mA in standby
and under 60mA in full speed mode.
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